larger volumes of data to be collected and processed than were accessible to previous generations of scholars. The second reason for this
time gap in using tax data is that most modern
research on inequality has focused on microsurvey data that became available in the 1960s
and 1970s in many countries. Survey data, howThomas Piketty1* and Emmanuel Saez2
ever, cannot measure top percentile incomes
accurately because of the small sample size and
This Review presents basic facts regarding the long-run evolution of income and wealth
top coding. The top percentile plays a very large
inequality in Europe and the United States. Income and wealth inequality was very high a
role in the evolution of inequality that we will
century ago, particularly in Europe, but dropped dramatically in the first half of the 20th
discuss. Survey data also have a much shorter
century. Income inequality has surged back in the United States since the 1970s so that
time span—typically a few decades—than tax
the United States is much more unequal than Europe today. We discuss possible
data that often cover a century or more.
interpretations and lessons for the future.
Kuznets-type methods to construct top income shares were first extended and updated to
for the top decile and percentile of the U.S.
he distribution of income and wealth is a
the cases of France (8, 9), the United Kingdom
population. By dividing by national income,
widely discussed and controversial topic.
(10), and the United States (11). By combining
Kuznets obtained series of U.S. top income shares
Do the dynamics of private capital acthe efforts of an international team of over 30
for 1913 to 1948.
cumulation inevitably lead to the conscholars, similar series covering most of the
In the 1960s and 1970s, similar methods
centration of income and wealth in ever
20th century were constructed for more than
using inheritance tax records were developed to
fewer hands, as Karl Marx believed in the 19th
25 countries (12–15). The resulting “World Top
Incomes Database” (WTID) is the most exconstruct top wealth shares (2, 3). Inheritance
century? Or do the balancing forces of growth,
declarations and probate records dating back
competition, and technological progress lead
tensive data set available on the historical
to the 18th and 19th centuries were also exin later stages of development to reduced inevolution of income inequality. The series is
ploited by a growing number of scholars in
equality and greater harmony among the classes,
constantly being extended and updated and is
as Simon Kuznets thought in the
available online (http://topincomes.
20th century? What do we know
parisschoolofeconomics.eu/) as
about how income and wealth
a research resource for further
have evolved since the 18th cen- Income inequality in Europe and the United States,
analysis.
tury, and what lessons can we de- 1900–2010
Historical top wealth shares serive from that knowledge for the Share of top income decile in total pretax income
ries have also been constructed with
century now under way? For a long
similar methods, albeit for a smaller
number of countries so far, but with
time, social science research on the
Top 10% income
distribution of income and wealth
a longer time frame (16–21). DrawTop 10% income
50 percent
share: U.S.
share: Europe
was based on a relatively limited
ing on previous attempts to collect
set of firmly established facts tohistorical national balance sheets
gether with a wide variety of pure(22), long-run series on the evolu45
ly theoretical speculations. In this
tion of aggregate wealth-income
Review, we take stock of recent
ratios in the eighth largest devel40
progress that has been made in
oped economies were established,
this area. We present a number
some of them going back to the
of basic facts regarding the long18th century (23).
35
run evolution of income and wealth
This Review draws extensively
on this body of historical research
inequality in advanced countries.
We then discuss possible interon income and wealth, as well as
30
pretations and lessons for the
on a recently published interprefuture.
tive synthesis (24). We start by
25
presenting three basic facts that
Data and Methods
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
emerge from this research proModern data collection on the disgram (Figs. 1 to 3), and then turn
tribution of income begins in the
to interpretations.
1950s with the work of Kuznets (1). Fig. 1. Income inequality in Europe and the United States, 1900 to 2010.
Shortly after having established The share of total income accruing to top decile income holders was higher in Three Facts About Inequality
the first national income time series Europe than in the United States from 1900 to 1910; it was substantially in the Long Run
for the United States, Kuznets set higher in the United States than in Europe from 2000 to 2010. The series We find large changes in the levhimself to construct time series of report decennial averages (1900 = 1900 to 1909, etc.) constructed using els of inequality, both over time
income distribution. He used tab- income tax returns and national accounts. See (24), chapter 9, Fig. 9.8. Series and across countries. This reulated income data coming from available online at piketty.pse.ens.fr/capital21c.
flects the fact that economic trends
are not acts of God, and that
income tax returns—available since
the creation of the U.S. federal income tax in
country-specific institutions and historical cirFrance, the United States, and the United King1913—and statistical interpolation techniques based
cumstances can lead to very different inequality
dom (4–7).
upon Pareto laws (power laws) to estimate incomes
outcomes.
Such data collection efforts on income and
wealth dynamics have started to become more
1
Department of Economics, Paris School of Economics, Paris,
Income Inequality
systematic and broader in scope and time only
France. 2Department of Economics, University of California
First, we find that whereas income inequality
since
the
2000s.
This
is
due
first
to
the
advent
at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA.
was larger in Europe than in the United States a
*Corresponding author. E-mail: thomas.piketty@psemail.eu
of information technologies, which allow much
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was about 70 to 80% in from 1870 to 1910, fell to
by the top 10% of wealth holders was notably
century ago, it is currently much larger in the
60 to 70% from 1950 to 1980, and has been
larger in Europe than in the United States one
United States. This is true for every inequality
rising above 70% in recent decades. Naturally,
century ago, while the opposite is true today
metric. The simplest and most powerful measure,
this means that wealth concentration has been
(Fig. 2).
on which we focus in this article, is the share of
high throughout U.S. history. But this also implies
There are important differences between intotal income going to the top decile (Fig. 1).
that there has always been a large fraction of U.S.
come and wealth inequality dynamics, howOn the eve of World War I (WWI), in the
aggregate wealth—about 20 to 30% —that did not
ever. First, we stress that wealth concentration
early 1910s, the top decile income share was
belong to the top 10%. As the bottom 50% wealth
is always much higher than income concenbetween 45 and 50% of total income in most
share has always been negligible, this remaining
tration. The top decile wealth share typically
European countries. This applies in particular
20 to 30% fraction corresponds to the share
falls in the 60 to 90% range, whereas the top
to the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and
owned by the “middle 40%” (i.e., the intermediate
decile income share is in the 30 to 50% range.
Sweden, which are the four countries that we
group between the bottom 50% and the top 10%),
Even more striking, the bottom 50% wealth
use to compute the European average series
a social group that one might want to call the
share is always less than 5%, whereas the botreported in this article. At the same time, the
“wealth middle class.” The important point is
tom 50% income share generally falls in the 20
top decile income share was slightly above 40%
that, to a large extent, there has always been a
to 30% range. The bottom half of the populain the United States.
wealth middle class in the United States.
tion hardly owns any wealth, but it does earn
One century later, in the early 2010s, the inIn contrast, wealth concentration was so exappreciable income: On average, members of
equality ordering between Europe and the United
treme in pre-WWI Europe that there was bathe bottom half of the population (wealth-wise)
States is reversed. In Europe, the top decile insically no wealth middle class. That is, the top
own less than one-tenth of the average wealth,
come share fell sharply, from 45 to 50% to about
decile wealth share was close to 90% (or even
while members of the bottom half of the pop30%, between 1914 and the 1950s–1960s. It has
somewhat higher than 90%, as in the UK), so
ulation (income-wise) earn about half the averbeen rising somewhat since the 1970s–1980s, and
that the middle 40% wealth holders were almost
age income.
it is now close to 35% (somewhat less in conas poor as the bottom 50% wealth holders (the
In sum, the concentration of capital ownership
tinental Europe and somewhat more in the United
wealth share of both groups was close to or less
is always extreme, so that the very notion of
Kingdom, which has experienced an evolution
than 5%). Between 1914 and the 1950s–1960s, the
capital is fairly abstract for large segments—if
closer to that of the United States). That is, the
top decile wealth share fell dramatically in Eunot the majority—of the population. The inequaltop decile share in Europe is currently almost
rope, from about 90% to less than 60%. It has
ity of labor income can be high, but it is usually
one-third smaller than what it used to be one
been rising since the 1970s–80s, and is now close
much less extreme. It is also less controversial,
century ago. The secular decline in inequality
to 65% (somewhat more in the United Kingdom,
partly because it is viewed as more merit-based.
would be even larger if we took into account the
and somewhat less in Continental Europe). In
Whether this is justified is a highly complex and
rise of taxes and transfers, and measure instead
other words, the wealth middle class now comdebated issue to which we later return.
income after taxes and transfers. Total tax revmands a larger share of total wealth in Europe
Next, in contrast to income inequality, U.S.
enues and public spending were less than 10%
than in the United States—although this share
wealth inequality levels have still not regained
of national income in every country before WWI,
has been shrinking lately on both sides of the
the record levels observed in Europe before
and they are now on the order of 30 to 50% of
Atlantic.
World War I. The U.S. top decile wealth share
national income in every developed country. PropGiven that wealth inequality is
erly attributing taxes, transfers, and
lower in the United States today
public spending to each income decthan in 1913 Europe, why is U.S.
ile raises important measurement
income inequality now as large as
issues, however, particularly regard- Wealth inequality in Europe and the United States,
(or even slightly larger than) that
ing in-kind transfers (such as health, 1870–2010
in 1913 Europe? The reason is that
education, or public good spendShare of top wealth decile in total net wealth
modern U.S. inequality is based
ing). In this Review, we therefore
more on a very large rise of top
focus on the long-run evolution of
100 percent
labor incomes than upon the exthe inequality of primary income
Top 10% wealth
share: Europe
treme levels of wealth concentration
(pretax, pretransfer).
that characterized the “patrimonial”
In the United States, the top dec90
(wealth-based) societies of the past.
ile income share in 1910 was lower
In 1913 Europe, top incomes were
than in Europe, then rose in the
Top 10% wealth
80
predominantly top capital incomes
1920s, fell in the 1930s–1940s, and
share: U.S.
(rent, interest, and dividends) comstabilized around 30 to 35% in the
ing from the very large concen1950s–1960s, slightly above Euro70
tration of capital ownership. Top
pean levels of the time. It then rose
U.S. incomes today are composed
at an unprecedented pace since the
60
about equally of labor income and
1970s–1980s, and is now close to
capital income. This generates ap50%. According to this measure, priproximately the same level of total
mary income concentration is cur50
income inequality, but it is not the
rently higher than it has ever been
1890
1910
1930
1950
1970
1990
2010
1870
same form of inequality.
in U.S. history. It is also slightly
higher than in pre-WWI Europe.
Wealth-to-Income Ratios
Wealth Inequality
Before further discussing the difFig. 2. Wealth inequality in Europe and the United States, 1870 to 2010.
Second, we observe the same “great
inequality reversal” between Europe
and the United States when we
look at wealth inequality rather than
income inequality. That is, the share
of total net private wealth owned
SCIENCE sciencemag.org

The share of total net wealth belonging to top decile wealth holders became
higher in the United States than in Europe over the course of the 20th
century. But it is still smaller than what it was in Europe before World War I.
The series report decennial averages constructed using inheritance tax
returns and national accounts. See (24), chapter 10, Fig. 10.6. Series available
online at piketty.pse.ens.fr/capital21c.

ferent possible interpretations for
these important transformations,
we introduce a third basic fact: If
we look at the evolution of the aggregate value of wealth relative to
income, we also find large historical
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simplest way to understand why capital accumulation is a slow process is to consider the
following elementary arithmetic: With a saving
rate of 10% per year, it takes 50 years to accumulate the equivalent of 5 years of income.
How is the long-run equilibrium wealth-income
ratio determined, and why does it seem to vary across
countries and over time? A simple yet powerful
way to think about this issue is the so-called
Harrod-Domar-Solow formula (23). In the longrun, assuming no systematic divergence between
the relative price of capital assets and consumption
goods, one can show that the wealth-to-income
(or capital-to-income) ratio bt = Kt/Yt converges
toward b = s/g, where s is the long-run annual
saving rate and g is the long-run annual total
growth rate. The growth rate g is the sum of the
population growth rate (including immigration)
and the productivity growth rate (real income
growth rate per person). This formula holds
whether savings are invested in domestic or
foreign assets (it also holds at the global level).
That is, with a saving rate s = 10% and a growth
rate g = 3%, then b ≈ 300%. But if the growth
rate drops to g = 1.5%, then b ≈ 600%. In short:
Capital is back because low growth is back.
Intuitively, in a low-growth society, the total stock of capital accumulated in the past
can become very important. In the extreme
case of a society with zero population and productivity growth, income Y is fixed. As long as
there is a positive net saving rate s > 0, the
quantity of accumulated capital K will go to
infinity. Therefore, the wealth-income ratio
b = K/Y would rise indefinitely (at some point,
people in such a society would probably
stop saving, as additional capital units become almost useless).
With positive but small growth,
the process is not as extreme:
The rise of b stops at some finite
level. But this finite level can be
very high.
One can show that this simple
700 percent
logic can account relatively well
for why the United States accumuEurope
lates structurally less capital relative
600
to its annual income than Europe
and Japan. U.S. population growth
U.S.
500
rates exceed 1% per year, thanks
to large immigration flows, so total
U.S. growth rates—including pro400
ductivity growth of around 1 to
1.5%—are at least 2 to 2.5% per
300
year, if not 2.5 to 3%. By contrast,
population growth in Europe and
Japan is now close to zero, so that
200
total growth is close to produc1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
tivity growth, i.e., about 1 to 1.5%
per year. This is further reinforced
by the fact that U.S. saving rates
Fig. 3. Wealth-to-income ratios in Europe and the United States, 1900 to
2010. Total net private wealth was worth about 6 to 7 years of national income
tend to be lower than in Europe
in Europe before World War I, fell to 2 to 3 years in 1950–1960, and increased
and Japan. To the extent that population growth will eventually deback to 5 to 6 years in 2000–2010. In the United States, the U-shape pattern
was much less marked. The series report decennial averages (1900 = 1900 to
cline almost everywhere, and that
1909, etc.) constructed using national accounts. See (24), chapter 5, Fig. 5.1.
saving rates will stabilize, this alSeries available online at piketty.pse.ens.fr/capital21c.
so implies that the return of high

experiments: We cannot replay the 20th-century
variations, again with striking differences beincome and wealth dynamics as if the world wars,
tween Europe and the United States (Fig. 3).
the rise of progressive taxation, or the Bolshevik
This ratio is of critical importance for the analrevolution did not happen. Still, we can try to
ysis of inequality, as it measures the overall immake some progress.
portance of wealth in a given society, as well as
the capital intensity of production.
Wealth-to-Income Ratios
In every European country for which we have
The relatively easier part of the story is the longdata, and in particular France, the United Kingrun evolution of aggregate wealth-to-income radom, and Germany, the aggregate wealth-income
tios (Fig. 3). The fall of European wealth-income
ratio has followed a pronounced U-shaped patratios following the 1914–1945 capital shocks can
tern over the past century. On the eve of WWI,
be well accounted for by three main factors: direct
net private wealth was about equal to 6 to 7 years
war-related physical destruction of domestic capital
of national income in Europe. It then fell to
assets (real estate, factories, machinery, equipment);
about 2 to 3 years of national income in the
lack of investment (a large fraction of 1914–1945
1950s. It has risen regularly since then, and it is
private-saving flows was absorbed by the enornow back to about 5 to 6 years of national inmous public deficits induced by war financing;
come. Interestingly, we also find a similar patthere was also massive dissaving in some cases,
tern for Japan (23).
e.g., foreign assets were sold to purchase govIn contrast, the U.S. pattern is flatter: Net priernment bonds; the resulting public debt was
vate wealth has generally equalled about 4 to
eventually wiped away by inflation); and a fall in
5 years of national income in the United States,
relative asset prices (real estate and stock marwith much less variation than in Europe or Japan.
ket prices were both historically very low in the
The U.S. pattern is also slightly U-shaped—with
immediate postwar period, partly due to rent
aggregate wealth-income ratios standing at a
control, nationalization, capital controls, and
relatively lower level in the mid-20th century
various forms of financial repression policies).
than at both ends of the century. But it is clearly
In France and Germany, each of these three
much less marked than in Europe.
factors seems to account for about one-third of
The comparison between Figs. 1 and 3 is
the total decrease in wealth-income ratios. In
particularly striking. Both figures have two
the United Kingdom, where domestic capital
U-shaped curves, but these are clearly differdestruction was of limited importance (less than
ent. The United States displays a U-shaped
10% of the total), the other two factors each
pattern for income inequality (mostly driven
account for about half of the decline in the agby the large rise of top labor incomes in recent
gregate wealth-income ratio (23, 24).
decades). Europe (and Japan) shows a U-shaped
Why did the postwar recovery of European
pattern for aggregate wealth-income ratios.
wealth-income ratios take so much time? The
The United States is the land of booming top
labor incomes; Europe is the land
of booming wealth (albeit with a
lower wealth concentration than
Wealth-to-income ratios in Europe and the
in the United States). These are
two distinct phenomena, involv- United States, 1900–2010
ing different economic mechanisms
Market value of net private wealth (% national income)
and different parts of the developed world.
Interpreting the
Long-Run Evidence
We now turn to the discussion of
possible interpretations and lessons for the future. We stress at the
outset that what we have to offer is
little more than an informed discussion. Although we have at our
disposal much more extensive historical and comparative data than
were available to previous researchers, existing evidence is still far too
incomplete and imperfect for a rigorous quantitative assessment of
the various causes at play. Several
different mechanisms have clearly played an important role in the
evolution of income and wealth
depicted in Figs. 1 to 3, but it is
extremely difficult to disentangle
the individual processes. We are
not in the domain of controlled
840
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capital-to-income ratios will apply at the global
level in the very long run (23, 24).
The share of capital income in national income is defined as a = rK/Y = rb, where r is the
average annual real rate of return on wealth.
For instance, if r = 5% and b = K/Y = 600%, then
a = 30%. Whether the rise in the capital income
ratio b will also lead to a rise in a is a complicated issue.
In the standard economic model with perfectly competitive markets, r is equal to the
marginal product of capital (that is, the additional output produced by one additional capital unit, all other things being equal). As the
volume of capital b rises, the marginal product
r tends to decline. The important question is
whether r falls more or less rapidly than the
rise in b. This depends on what economists define as the elasticity of substitution s between
capital and labor in the production function
Y = F(K, L).
A standard hypothesis in economics has been
to assume a unitary elasticity, in which case the
fall in r exactly offsets the rise in b, so that the
capital share a = rb is a technological constant.
However, historical variations in capital shares
are far from negligible: a typically varies in the
20 to 40% range (and the labor share 1 – a in the
60 to 80% range). In recent decades, rich countries have experienced both a rise in b and a rise
in a, which suggests that s is somewhat larger
than 1. Intuitively, it makes sense to assume that
s tends to rise over the development process, as
there are more diverse uses and forms for capital
and more possibilities to substitute capital for
labor (e.g., replacing delivery workers by drones
or self-driving trucks).
Whether the capital share a will keep rising
in future decades is an open question. It depends both on technological forces and on the
bargaining power of capital and labor and the
collective institutions regulating the capitallabor relationship (the simple economic model with perfectly competitive markets is likely
excessively naïve). But from a logical standpoint,
this is a plausible possibility, especially if the
population and productivity growth slowdown
pushes the global capital income ratio b toward
higher levels.
Wealth Inequality: r > g
We now move to an even more complicated—and
arguably more important—issue: the long-run dynamics of wealth inequality (Fig. 2). High capital
intensity, as measured by high b and a, is not bad
in itself. After all, it would be good to have an
infinite quantity of robots producing most of the
output, so that we can devote more time to leisure
activities. The problem is twofold: Can we all find
jobs as a robot designer (or in leisure-related activities), and who owns the robots? In practice,
the concentration of capital ownership always
seems to be very high—much more than the concentration of labor income (Figs. 1 and 2). The
“patrimonial” (wealth-based) societies of Europe
one century ago were characterized not only by
very high b and a, but also by extreme capital
SCIENCE sciencemag.org

concentration, with a top decile wealth share of
around 90%.
How can we account for the very high level of
wealth concentration that we observe in historical series, and what does this tell us about the
future? The most powerful model to analyze structural changes in wealth inequality is a dynamic
model with multiplicative random shocks. That is,
assume that the individual-level wealth process
has the following general form: zit+1 = wit zit + eit ,
where zit is the position of individual i in the
wealth distribution prevailing at time t (i.e., zit =
kit/kt where kit is net wealth owned by individual i at time t, and kt = average net wealth of
the entire population at time t), wit is a multiplicative random shock, and eit is an additive
random shock.
The shocks wit and eit can be interpreted as
reflecting different types of events that often
occur in individual wealth histories, including
shocks to rates of return (some individuals may
get returns that are far above average returns;
investment strategies may fail and lead to family bankruptcy); shocks to demographic parameters (some families have many children; some
individuals die young); shocks to preferences
parameters (some individuals like to save, some
prefer to consume their wealth); shocks to productivity parameters (capital income is sometimes

supplemented by high labor income); and so on.
Importantly, for a given structure of shocks,
the variance of the multiplicative term wit is an
increasing function of r – g, where r is the (net-oftax) rate of return and g is the economy’s growth
rate. Intuitively, a higher r – g tends to amplify
initial wealth inequalities: It implies that past
wealth is capitalized at a faster pace, and that it is
less likely to be overtaken by the general growth
of the economy. Under fairly general conditions,
one can show that the top tail of the distribution
of wealth converges toward a Pareto distribution,
and that the inverted Pareto coefficient (measuring the thickness of the upper tail and hence the
inequality of the distribution) increases with r – g
(3, 14, 24–26).
The dynamic wealth accumulation model with
multiplicative shocks can explain the extreme
levels of wealth concentration that we observe in
the data much better than alternative models. In
particular, if wealth accumulation were predominantly driven by lifecycle or precautionary motives, then wealth inequality would not be as large
as what we observe (it would be comparable in
magnitude to income inequality, or even lower).
The dynamic multiplicative model can also
help to explain some of the important historical
variations that we observe in wealth concentration series.

Rate of return vs. growth rate at the world level, Antiquity–2100
Annual rate of return or rate of growth
Pure rate of return
to capital r (after
tax and capital
losses)

6 percent

5

4–5
4

3

2

Growth rate of
world output g
1.5

1

0
0-1000 1000-1500 1500-1700 1700-1820 1820-1913 1913-1950 1950-2012 2012-2050 2050-2100

Fig. 4. Rate of return versus growth rate at the global level, from Antiquity until 2100. The
average rate of return to capital (after tax and capital losses) fell below the growth rate in the 20th
century. It may again surpass it in the 21st century, as it did throughout human history except in the
20th century. The series was constructed using national accounts for 1700 and after and historical
sources on growth and rent to land values for the period before 1700. See (24), chapter 10, Fig. 10.10.
Series available online at piketty.pse.ens.fr/capital21c. The future values for g are based upon UN
demographic projections (median scenario) for population growth and on the assumption that
between-country convergence in productivity growth rates will continue at its current pace. The
future values for r are simply based upon the continuation of current pretax values and the assumption that tax competition will continue. See (24), chapter 10, Fig. 10.10. Series available online at
piketty.pse.ens.fr/capital21c.
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In particular, it is critical to realize that r – g
was very large during most of human history
(Fig. 4). Growth was very low until the industrial
revolution (much less than 1% per year), whereas
average rates of return were typically on the order
of 4 to 5% per year (historically, in preindustrial agrarian societies, annual rent on land,
the main capital asset, was about 4 to 5% of the
land value) and taxes were minimal. Growth
rates rose substantially during the 18th and
19th centuries, but they remained relatively
small (1 to 1.5%) compared to rates of return.
This large gap between r and g explains why
wealth concentration was so large until World
War I and why wealth concentration was smaller
in the United States, where population growth
was faster.
During the 20th century, growth rates were
exceptionally high (in particular due to very
high population growth, which even today represents about half of global gross domestic
product growth), and rates of return were severely reduced by capital shocks (destructions)
and the rise of taxation. Simple simulations
show that this effect is quantitatively sufficiently
important to explain why wealth concentration
did not return to pre-WWI levels in the postwar
period.
Other factors might also have played a role. For
instance, the rise of the wealth middle class might
partly come from the fact that the growth of incomes and living standards eventually induced the
rise of middle class saving. However, this process
does not seem to have taken place in pre-WWI
Europe, because of the powerful unequalizing
impact of the r – g factor (17, 21, 24, 27).
To the extent that population growth (and
possibly productivity growth) will slow down in
the 21st century, and that after-tax rates of return to capital will rise (due to rising international tax competition to attract capital, and
maybe also to changing technology), it is likely
that r – g will increase again in the 21st century,

which could lead to a structural rise in wealth
concentration.
This model seems to capture relatively well
some of the evolutions that we are currently
observing at the global level. For instance, if we
use the global billionaires rankings published
by Forbes magazine since 1987, we find that the
very top fractiles of the global wealth distribution have been rising on average at about 6 to
7% per year in real terms over the 1987–2013 period, i.e., more than three times as fast as average
global wealth (about 2% per year over the same
period) (24).
We stress, however, that our ability to properly measure and monitor the dynamics of the
global distribution of wealth is far from being
satisfactory. National statistical institutes as
well as international organizations are facing
major difficulties in tracking down cross-border
wealth, and magazines are ill-equipped to produce
rigorous statistics. Despite some recent progress
in this area (28), our ability to measure global
wealth is also severely limited by the rise of tax
havens (29).
The Dynamics of Income Inequality
We finally return to the most difficult and uncertain part: the long-run dynamics of income
inequality (Fig. 1). This is the most difficult part
because income inequality combines forces arising from the inequality of capital ownership
and capital income (which, as we have just
seen, are relatively complex) and forces related to the inequality of labor income (which
involve a different set of economic and social
processes).
Kuznets posited that income inequality first rises
with economic development when new, higherproductivity sectors emerge (e.g., manufacturing
industry during the industrial revolution) but then
decreases as more and more workers join the
high-paying sectors of the economy. Our data
show that this is not the reason that income in-

Box 1. Income and wealth: definitions
Income is a flow. It corresponds to the quantity of goods and services produced and distributed each year. Income can be decomposed as the sum of labor income (wages, salaries,
bonuses, earnings from nonwage labor, and other remuneration for labor services) and capital
income (rent, dividends, interest, business profits, capital gains, royalties, and other income
derived from owning capital assets). In this Review, we focus on the long-run evolution of the
inequality of primary income, defined as income before taxes and government transfers. In
contrast, disposable income is defined as income after taxes and government transfers.
Although we do not analyze disposable income in this article, comparing inequality of primary
income and inequality of disposable income is useful to assess the role of the government in
reducing income inequality.
Wealth (or capital) is a stock. It corresponds to the total wealth owned at a given point in
time. This stock comes from the wealth appropriated or accumulated in the past. In the context
of this article, wealth is defined as nonhuman net worth, i.e., the sum of nonfinancial and
financial assets, net of financial liabilities (debt). National wealth is the sum of private wealth
(net worth owned by private individuals) and public wealth (net worth owned by the government and other public agencies). In this article, we focus on the level and distribution of
private wealth. More details on these definitions, concepts, and corresponding series are provided in (23, 24).
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equality declined in developed countries during
the first half of the 20th century. The compression
of incomes occurred primarily because of the
fall of top capital incomes induced by the world
wars, the Great Depression, and the regulatory
and fiscal policies developed in response to these
shocks. In particular, there was no structural decline in the inequality of labor income (8–13, 24).
Kuznets’ overly optimistic theory of a natural
decline in income inequality in market economies largely owed its popularity to the Cold
War context of the 1950s as a weapon in the ideological fight between the market economy and
socialism (24).
What are the main forces that determine the
level of labor income inequality in the long-run?
The most widely used economic model is based
on the idea of a race between education and
technology (30). That is, the expansion of education leads to a rise in the supply of skills, while
technological change leads to a rise in the demand for skills. Depending on which process
occurs faster, the inequality of labor income will
either fall or rise.
One proposed explanation for the increase
of inequality in recent decades has been the
rise in the global competition for skills, itself
driven by globalization, skill-biased technical
change and the rise of information technologies.
Such skill-biased technological progress is not
sufficient to explain important variations between
countries: The rise of labor income inequality was
relatively limited in Europe (and Japan) compared to the United States, despite similar technological changes. In the very long run, European
labor income inequality appears to be relatively
stable (there is no major downward or upward
trend in the wage shares received by the various
deciles and percentiles of the wage distribution).
This suggests that the supply and demand for
skills have increased approximately at the same
pace in Europe
Could the particularly large increase in U.S.
labor income inequality in recent decades be explained by insufficient educational investment
for large segments of the U.S. labor force? In that
case, massive investment in higher education
would be the right policy to curb rising income
inequality (30). Although this view is very appealing, it cannot account for all of the facts. In
particular, the race between education and technology fails to explain the unprecedented rise of
very top labor incomes that has occurred in the
United States over the past few decades. A very
large part of the rise in the top 10% income share
comes from the top 1% (or even the top 0.1%).
This is largely due to the rise of top executive compensation in large U.S. corporations (both financial and nonfinancial). We discuss in the
supplementary online material how changes
in tax policy, as well as social norms regarding
pay equality, likely play a key role in shaping
labor income inequality.
To summarize: Inequality does not follow
a deterministic process. In a sense, both Marx
and Kuznets were wrong. There are powerful forces pushing alternately in the direction
sciencemag.org SCIENCE

of rising or shrinking inequality. Which one
dominates depends on the institutions and policies that societies choose to adopt.
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REVIEW

Skills, education, and the rise of
earnings inequality among
the “other 99 percent”
David H. Autor
The singular focus of public debate on the “top 1 percent” of households overlooks the
component of earnings inequality that is arguably most consequential for the “other
99 percent” of citizens: the dramatic growth in the wage premium associated with higher
education and cognitive ability. This Review documents the central role of both the supply
and demand for skills in shaping inequality, discusses why skill demands have persistently
risen in industrialized countries, and considers the economic value of inequality alongside
its potential social costs. I conclude by highlighting the constructive role for public policy in
fostering skills formation and preserving economic mobility.

P

ublic debate has recently focused on a
subject that economists have been analyzing for at least two decades: the steep,
persistent rise of earnings inequality in
the U.S. labor market and in developed
countries more broadly. Much popular discussion of inequality concerns the “top 1 percent,”
referring to the increasing share of national income accruing to the top percentile of households. Although this phenomenon is undeniably
important, an exclusive focus on the concentration of top incomes ignores the component
of rising inequality that is arguably even more
consequential for the “other 99 percent” of
citizens: the dramatic growth in the wage premium associated with higher education and,
more broadly, cognitive ability. This paper considers the role of the rising skill premium in
the evolution of earnings inequality.
There are three reasons to focus a discussion of rising inequality on the economic payoff to skills and education. First, the earnings
premium for education has risen across a large
number of advanced countries in recent decades, and this rise contributes substantially to
the net growth of earnings inequality. In the
United States, for example, about two-thirds
of the overall rise of earnings dispersion between 1980 and 2005 is proximately accounted
for by the increased premium associated with
schooling in general and postsecondary education in particular (1, 2). Second, despite a
lack of consensus among economists regarding the primary causes of the rise of very top
incomes (3–6), an influential literature finds
that the interplay between the supply and
demand for skills provides substantial insight
into why the skill premium has risen and fallen
over time—and, specifically, why the earnings
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gap between college and high school graduates
has more than doubled in the United States over
the past three decades. A third reason for focusing on the skill premium is that it offers broad
insight into the evolution of inequality within a
market economy, highlighting the social value of
inequality alongside its potential social costs and
illuminating the constructive role for public policy
in maximizing the benefits and minimizing the
costs of inequality.
The rising skill premium is not, of course, the
sole cause of growing inequality. The decadeslong decline in the real value of the U.S. minimum wage (7), the sharp drops in non-college
employment opportunities in production, clerical,
and administrative support positions stemming
from automation, the steep rise in international competition from the developing world,
the secularly declining membership and bargaining power of U.S. labor unions, and the
successive enactment of multiple reductions in
top federal marginal tax rates, have all served to
magnify inequality and erode real wages among
less educated workers. As I discuss below, the
foremost concern raised by these multiple forces
is not their impact on inequality per se, but
rather their adverse effect on the real earnings
and employment of less educated workers.
I begin by documenting the centrality of the
rising skill premium to the overall growth of
earnings inequality. I next consider why skills
are heavily rewarded in advanced economies
and why the demand for them has risen over
time. I then demonstrate the substantial explanatory power of a simple framework that
embeds both the demand and supply for skills
in interpreting the evolution of the inequality
over five decades. The final section considers
the productive role that inequality plays in a
market economy and the potential risks attending very high and rising inequality; evidence on
whether those risks have been realized; and
the role of policy and governance in encouraging skills formation, fostering opportunity,
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